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Domestic bliss
Security, protection, permanence and warmth are values commonly
associated with brick, making it eminently suitable for building homes.
Hari Phillips of Bell Phillips (First Person) and Peabody’s Claire Benney
(Profile) both attest to the power of brick to enhance people’s domestic
lives. Moving further afield, Frank Gehry’s UTS Business School in Australia
and Robert Konieczny’s Living Garden Home in Poland, demonstrate that
brick innovation is alive and well; the former employing state-of-the-art
corbelling and the latter gravity-defying cantilevers.
Viviane Williams MA, FRSA, Design & Marketing Manager at the BDA
For details on bricks/pavers in featured projects, or to submit work, email brick@brick.org.uk or tel 020 7323 7030.
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NEWS

FIRST PERSON

the BDA website: www.brick.org.uk/2015-download-entry-form/, by emailing brick@brick.org.uk,
or by calling 020 7323 7030. In addition to the
Brick Awards, the BDA is running a Design DayBrick works! on contemporary brick architecture at
London’s Building Centre on 16 June. Details of the
event, including a full list of the speakers, can be
found on pages six and seven. Tickets can be
obtained from the BDA website: www.brick.org.uk,
or by calling 020 7323 7030.

Stanton Williams gets down to business

Stiff & Trevillion reworks a 1980s office
Stiff & Trevillion has obtained planning permission
to convert a 1980s office building in London’s
Victoria into a 54 apartments with banking and
retail on the ground floor. Stripped back to its
structural frame, the building will be extended
with a 12-storey tower element. Brick cladding
has been chosen for three reasons: to connect the
scheme to its predominantly masonry context,
to provide surface texture and detail, and to
ensure minimal maintenance. Three different
bricks will be used in various combinations and
proportions, together with two mortar colours
and bespoke glazed bricks at the base of the
building. Profiled brick piers and projecting brick
courses are intended to add further visual interest.

BDA launches Brick Awards and Design Day
The Brick Development Association has launched
the 2015 Brick Awards. Projects featuring clay
bricks or pavers manufactured by BDA members
are eligible, with the exception of the Worldwide
and International Awards. There are 14 awards split
into three categories: housing, building and landscape, and technical and craft. The overall winner
will receive the BDA Supreme Award. There is also
an Architects’ Choice Awards for the shortlisted
project that receives the most votes from
registered architects and architectural students.
Richard Lavington of Maccreanor Lavington
Architects will chair the judging panel. The closing
date for entries is 12 June. The awards will be
presented at London Hilton, Park Lane, on
18 November. Entry forms can be obtained from
4 • BB SUMMER 2015

The first phase of Stanton Williams’ Cambridge
Judge Business School masterplan includes four
storeys of teaching, office, breakout and dining
space. ‘Creating a high quality brick facade in the
context of existing high quality brick buildings, and
the central Cambridge conservation area, is a
priority’, says the architect. ‘The selected brick will
resemble the traditional straw-coloured Cambridge
brickwork used on the original hospital building.
Lime mortar and English garden wall bond provide
a solid appearance at ground level, reflecting the
character of adjacent listed buildings and the
boundary wall to Downing College. On the upper
floors, brick piers of conventional stretcher bond
articulated with precast concrete elements, recall
the combination of stone and brick used on the
main hospital facade. Generally viewed obliquely,
deep brick reveals give a sense of solidity and
permanence, while also reducing solar gain to
the windows and integrating ventilation units.’
The project is due to complete in 2017.

Hari Phillips of Bell Phillips reflects
on the material and emotional
appropriateness of brick for
London and its inhabitants.

My perception of London – the city
that has been my home for virtually
all my adult life – is coloured by its
post-industrial urban landscapes;
a Victorian city of docks, warehouses
and terraces, built in brick from the
alluvial clay on which it sits. Like most
primary school children my son has
recently been studying the Great Fire
of London. It’s a reminder that the
majority of buildings in the city were
once constructed – catastrophically –
in timber. Perhaps it is because this
history lesson is seared into our
collective memory at a young age
that we have an instinctive affiliation
for the sense of permanence, mass
and solidity that brick provides.
The majority of our work is affordable housing, often for people who
feel marginalised, disenfranchised or
disconnected from society. In this
context we seek to imbue new homes
with values that people aspire to:
stability, permanence, warmth,
identity, familiarity and humanity.
These values go to the heart of
the most fundamental purpose of
housing: the requirement to provide
shelter, security and protection. These
are values that we find in the humble
brick, and this has made it the
material of choice for almost all
of our new housing projects.

Local context invariably provides us
with a jumping-off point for our designs.
Nowhere is this better illustrated than
in the proposal for a new arts building
at Skinner’s School in Tunbridge Wells,
Kent. Sandwiched between two imposing Victorian arts-and-craft style brick
buildings, the project seeks an appropriate response that is forward-looking,
while acknowledging both the history of
the school and the hierarchy of its existing buildings. The language of the new
structure is based on bays of differing
widths, articulated in sawtooth brick,
with floors expressed in a double soldier

courses. The bays become narrower
floor-by-floor, changing the characteristic of the brickwork from loadbearing
on the lower floors to a more delicate
articulation on the upper floors. The
architecture also takes cues from
neighbouring school buildings, including
the form and rhythm of buttresses, the
proportion and scale of gable ends,
and angled bay windows.
I’m rather glad that we’ve left behind
the trend for uniform, wire-cut panellised bricks. We’re enjoying the natural
qualities of the material again; its mass
and loadbearing capabilities; its variety

in colour and patina resulting from the
natural variations in the clay and the
firing process; the creases and folds in
the surface where the clay has been
thrown into the mould; and the plethora of expression that can be generated
from manipulating this simple rectangle
in different ways. These qualities are
important in giving life, colour, texture
and a corresponding emotional
response at a human, tactile scale.
They are also central to our design for
a new public space within Gasholder
No 8 at King’s Cross Central, London.
Carefully dismantled and refurbished,

this enormous but delicate grade-two
listed cast-iron structure, will be
re-sited on a 40-metre diameter brick
plinth that provides a level datum on
the sloping canal-side site. Brick
provides us with a material that looks
sufficiently massive to accept the load
of the gasholder, can readily be
constructed in a circular form, can
mediate between the vast dimensions
of the gasholder and the human
dimension, and can evoke the vast
brick tank upon which the gasholder
once stood. The brick has been
pragmatically and simply detailed
to emphasise its mass, with a dark,
rich and sooty blend chosen to
resonate with our romantic perception
of Victorian London.
Hari Phillips is a founding partner of
London-based Bell Phillips Architects.
Above left Sawtooth brick bays and double soldier
courses articulate the facade of a new arts building
for Skinners School in Tunbridge Wells, Kent, which
recently obtained planning approval.
Above right Forming a new public space within
London’s Kings Cross Central development, gradetwo listed Gasholder No 8 will be relocated on a
40-metre diameter brick plinth.
Far Left Blue engineering brick is intended to evoke
London’s Victorian industrial heritage at Sherwood
Terrace, a high-density, affordable housing scheme in
Newham (ph:Tim Crocker).
Left Brick is intended to provide a sense of identity
and familiarity at Bracelet Close, a residential scheme
in Essex due to complete in May 2016.
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EVENTS

Design Day – Brick Works!
Featuring presentations by leading architects and a multimedia
exhibition that draws together design, sculpture and photography,
Design Day – Brick Works! is the BDA’s most ambitious event to date.
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Design Day
On 16 June the Brick Development
Association, in partnership with The
Building Centre, is hosting its largest
and most comprehensive brick event to
date. Taking place at London’s Building
Centre, Design Day comprises two
distinct elements. The first is series of
presentations from leading architects
exploring brick’s potential in modern
architecture and describing their affinity
with this traditional yet innovative
material. The second, titled Brick
Works!, is a multimedia exhibition that
celebrates brick as an artistic medium,
and runs until 10 July.
Opening the event is Joe Morris,
co-founder of Duggan Morris Architects,
whose brick buildings include Ortus, a
1550-square-metre learning facility at
the Maudsley Hospital in south London,
which was named supreme winner
of the 2013 Brick Awards. Other

distinguished speakers include RIBA
Stirling Prize winner and AJ Woman
Architect of the Year (2013) Alison
Brooks, and Alfred Munkenbeck of
Munkenbeck & Partners, whose awardwinning schemes are imbued with a
rich palette of colour and texture.
Also speaking are specialist brick
manufacturers, consultants and
contractors responsibile for turning
architectural visions into reality. “This
is a particularly important aspect of the
day”, explains BDA design and marketing manager Viviane Williams. “Our aim
is to show the design community just
how far brick manufacturing has
evolved, and what can be achieved in
terms of innovation and detailing.”
Dennis Ansell of Ancon outlines how
structural steelwork can be used in
conjunction with brick to produce
modern panelised building systems,
while Arup’s Alexis Harrison explores

the engineering challenges behind a
number of ambitious recent projects.
Representing specialist on-site
contractors is Pete Croney of Swift
Brickwork Contractors – the company
responsible for bringing the tilting,
folding brick facade of O’Donnell &
Tuomey’s Saw Swee Hock Student
Centre at the London School of
Economics to life. Characterised by
sharp edges and irregular geometric
planes, this ambitious building
does not feature a single cut brick –
a testament not only to the skill of the
architect and contractor, but also to
modern brickmaking techniques.
The talks are scheduled to run
throughout the day and are CPDcertified. Other speakers include: Adam
Brown of Landolt & Brown; Cottrell &
Vermeulen’s Jonathan Dawes; Stuart
Piercy of Piercy & Company; and Paul
Dewick of Boxmoor Construction.

Brick Works!
Celebrating brick as an artistic medium,
the Brick Works! exhibition features
sculptures by British artist Alex
Chinneck. Described as a ‘master of
architectural illusion’, one of the artist’s
best known works – ‘From the Knees of
my Nose to the Belly of my Toes’ –
comprises a house facade that appears
to have ‘slid’ into the front garden.
Exhibiting alongside Chinneck is
Chile’s Fernando Casasempere whose
vivid and inspirational sculptures
explore the potential of clay as a
creative material. Casasempere is probably best known in the UK for ‘Out of
Sync’ (2012), a field of ceramic and steel
flowers installed in the courtyard of
London’s Somerset House.
Acclaimed product designer Iain
Howlett, London-based artist Demelza
Watts and photographer Maki Suzuki
complete the Brick Works! line up.

Tickets
To book your Design Day ticket, please
visit the BDA website: www.brick.org.uk
or call 0207 323 7030.
Information
Date: 16 June
Tickets: £40, £22 for students.
Time: 10:30am – 5pm (lunch included)
with private view of Brick Works!
exhibition from 5:30pm onwards.
The Brick Works! exhibition runs from
16 June – 10 July
Venue: The Building Centre, Store
Street, London W1.

Above (left to right) ‘From the Knees of my
Nose to the Belly of my Toes’, by Alex Chinneck
(ph: Stephen O’Flaherty); Maudsley Hospital in
south London by Duggan Morris Architects
(ph: Jack Hobhouse); and O’Donnell & Tuomey’s
Saw Swee Hock Student Centre at the London
School of Economics (ph: Dennis Gilbert).
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PROJECTS

NEW WORK IN BRICK

Touch the sky
A 75-metre-high glazed brick tower
forms the centrepiece of a mixed-use
scheme in Charleroi by Jean Nouvel.

Won in competition by Ateliers Jean
Nouvel and MDW Architecture, the new
Charleroi police headquarters in Belgium
is sited within a nineteenth-century barracks. The mixed-use scheme, which
includes a dance centre and brasserie, is
planned around a public square. Located
near the centre of the piazza is a 75metre-high elliptical tower faced in blueblack glazed brick. Evoking the colours of
8 • BB SUMMER 2015

the local constabulary uniform, the
tower is conceived as a city landmark
that is intended to create a dialogue with
the city hall belfry, and ‘reassure’ citizens
that police services are available 24
hours a day. The public square is paved in
red brick, criss-crossed with blue brick
around the tower, to visually connect the
structure to the historic buildings.
Photos Filip Dujardin.
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Animal magic
A sophisticated extension to a London
house by David Kohn Architects
elevates the status of the rear facade.

David Kohn Architects’ extension to a
late-Victorian semi-detached house in
north London comprises three spaces: a
kitchen with an island unit, a dining room
and a small winter garden. A concrete
frame supports the first-floor return and
creates a screen to the garden. Externally,
the frame is faced in red brick slips that
match the house’s front elevation and
brick lintels. “The newly elevated status
of the rear facade effectively gives the
house two faces – an arrangement that
the British architect, Peter Smithson once
referred to as a ‘Janus building’”, explains
David Kohn. “In the early design stages,
the client’s children were involved in the
project through the story of their house
looking like a fox in the garden, of which
there are plenty in this part of London.
The combination of a long, low sloping
roof profile supported on three slender
legs suggests a child’s drawing of the animal. The red brickwork is given a textural
quality, like a coat, through varying the
orientation of the brick, reminiscent of
Finnish modernist architect Alvar Aalto’s
Experimental House.”
Photos Will Pryce.

Side order
Coffey Achitects demonstrates the
material and spatial potential of
extending a typical terraced house.
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“No columns, no dodgy glazed infills and
no ostentatious materials”, is how principal Phil Coffey describes the Modern Side
Extension in London. Intended to showcase the possibilities for extending a
typical terraced house, the project makes
use of brick, glass and aluminium bi-fold

doors. “A seemingly effortless structural
solution allows the existing volume of the
house to slip past a brick pier, a continuation of the party wall”, explains Coffey.
“The composition is a subtle game of
solid and void, breaking down the threshold between old and new, and inside and

outside. Brick is used throughout to blur
the boundaries between the existing
property and the new addition. The result
is a visually intriguing form and space
that delicately connects the occupants to
the sky and garden.”
Photo s Tim Soar.

Raising the bar
Brick provides a sense of solidity and
permanance on a flagship housing
scheme by Paul Keogh Architects.

Located in the one of the most disadvantaged areas of Dublin’s inner city, Liberty
House is flagship housing regeneration
scheme by Paul Keogh Architects.
Comprising 56 residential units planned
around a semi-private courtyard, the
phased £8m scheme is intended to
provide residents and families with a
desirable and secure place to live.
“The use of brick is a direct response to
the site, which is in Dublin’s northern
Georgian quarter”, explains Paul Keogh.
“Brick has been the city’s indigenous
building since it was first imported as
ballast on ships returning from Holland.
A bespoke red blend was specified for
the external facades, while a white brick
was favoured for the courtyard – the
aim being to distinguish between the
scheme’s city-facing public face and
the more private world of the internal
courtyard. The white brick also reflects
sunshine and daylight, enhancing the
microclimate and adding to the amenity
value of the courtyard. A blue engineering
brick articulates the base and circulation
cores to the upper level apartments.”
Photos Peter Cook.
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Collective memory
Brick is central to a high-quality
courtyard housing scheme for elderly
people in Barking by Patel Taylor.
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Arranged around a central green space,
Patel Taylor’s courtyard housing scheme
for elderly people in Barking, Essex,
comprises 27 single-storey dwellings
built in brick. Designed to be small in both
mass and dimension, each courtyard
house features a large bay window and
chimney, which are intended to give the

impression of domesticity within. “Brick
was the natural choice for the project as it
is part of the earth, providing homogeneity
and a feeling of timelessness and belonging”, explains director Andrew Taylor.
“Brick also refers directly to the very British
collective memory of what makes a home.
The local area is dominated by masonry

buildings, but we deliberately selected a
reddish brick to ever so slightly dissociate
this scheme from the surrounding swathes
of brown brick.” Incorporating photovoltaic cells and high levels of insulation, the
dwellings achieve Level 4 under the Code
for Sustainable Homes.
Photo s Peter Cook.

Take it to the bridge
A brick-built commercial development
by Bauman Lyons is sensitively stitched
into Derby’s Cathedral Quarter.

Sadler Bridge Studios by Bauman Lyons
Architects is the first phase of the regeneration of Sadler Square – a disused
former supermarket site in Derby’s
Cathedral Quarter. Located within a
conservation area, the £4.4m scheme
comprises 35 business units for creative
industries, and is abutted by tightly
conjoined rows of brick-built artisan
shops and cafes. Linking the two masonry volumes is a bridge, which will form the
threshold to an anticipated new public
square. Long narrow floor plans provide
good levels of daylight and nautral ventilation, while continuing the radial street
grain of linear buildings and ginnels. An
orange sand-struck brick with variable
arrises and raked mortar joints was specified to give the facades ‘a depth of relief,
which simultaneously appears both new
and old, as well as complementing the
local material palette.’
Pho tos Jonathan Taylor.
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Corporate identity

to respond to both the local topography
and urban grain. A varied roofscape
Skillful massing and richly detailed
including a tower element echoes the
brickwork articulate a Bristol office
taller buildings that line the east side of
The Downs. A textured orange-red brick
building by Webb Gray.
laid in Flemish bond is used to articulate
the facades while making subtle reference to surrounding eighteenth- and
Webb Gray’s headquarters building for nineteenth-century masonry structures.
healthcare provider Simplyhealth is Further visual interest is provided by flat
located within Bristol’s Whiteladies Road voussoir brick arches with keystone
Conservation Area overlooking The mullions, and generous 300mm deep
Downs. Comprising three clearly defined window reveals. The latter give the
elements – the lowest adjacent to Harper facades a sense of solidity and permeHouse and the tallest facing Redland nance, while also reducing solar gain.
Hill – the building’s massing is intended Photos BAM/John Seaman
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Geometric nature
A striking family home in Poland by
Robert Konieczny forms a strong
connection with its semi-rural site.

Living Garden Home is a single-family
dwelling in Katowice, southern Poland,
by architect Robert Konieczny. Occupying
a semi-rural site, the 410-square-metre
building comprises two linear blocks set
at 90 degrees to each other. The ground
floor, which contains the main living
spaces, runs parallel to the road, shielding
the rear garden and ensuring maximum
privacy for the inhabitants. Bisecting the
ground floor and extending deep into the
garden is the partly cantilevered first
floor. Mirrored stainless steel cladding
creates a ‘dematerialising effect’, exaggerating the depth of the cantilever. Red
brick walls and an asphalt-clad gable roof
are intended to evoke the form and
materiality of traditional Silesian homes.
Photos Jakub Certowicz.
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Taking stock
Peabody’s outgoing development director
Claire Bennie on what brick means for
the London-based housing association.

form its Small Projects Panel, which will deliver smaller-scale housing schemes across the capital.
Brick is central to many of the Project Panel
schemes, continuing Peabody’s enduring relationship
with the material. But how much value does the
organisation place on brick and how prescriptive is
it when it comes to material selection and detail
design? Outgoing Peabody development director
Claire Bennie explains.

Given that developers employ different models for
housing, what is it about the Peabody model that is
Peabody is one of London’s largest and most respected particular to the organisation?
housing associations with more than 27,000 homes We have a lot of the same pressures as other developacross the capital. Founded in 1862 by American ment organisations around cost, value and viability,
banker, diplomat and philanthropist George Peabody, which are increasingly challenging in London.
who lived in London from 1837 until his death in 1869, Peabody’s USP is its focus on high quality design which
its aim has always been to make the capital a city creates value both initially and in the long term. We are
of opportunity for all by ensuring as many people as a patient investor and we need to ensure that our stock
possible have a good home, a sense of purpose and a is long-lasting and still desirable after 100 years.
strong feeling of belonging.
Today, the organisation’s mission is to procure 1000 Opposite Planned around a communal garden, Silchester (More
new high quality homes in London each year through West) is major regeneration scheme in west London by Haworth
Tompkins.The traditional street pattern has been reinstated to provide
its Major Projects Panel. Chosen from 120 applicants, 112 mixed-tenure homes, integrating an existing 20-storey tower
the nine architects selected to deliver the projects are into a new urban block. A rich buff brick predominates, with a lighter
‘gault’ brick employed where the blocks step back at higher level.The
Bell Phillips, Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios, Haworth street facing facades are articulated with a plinth of stepped profile
Tompkins, Pitman Tozer, Alison Brooks, Liftschutz brickwork (ph: Philip Vile).
Below left Development director at Peabody from 2011-15,
Davidson Sandilands, Mecanoo, Proctor & Matthews Claire Bennie is an architect and was named on a list of the 500
and Project Orange. Peabody has also chosen six archi- most influential and inspiring people in Britain today (Debrett’s 2015).
Below right Constructed prior to world war one, Peabody Square on
tectural practices – Adam Khan, Lyndon Goode, Urban Blackfriars
Road, south London (Henry Darbishire 1825-99), is a typiSalon, Jan Kattein, Pitman Tozer, and Studio 54 – to cal early Peabody social housing scheme.
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Should Peabody housing projects be background or
foreground buildings?
I would say that they should almost always be background buildings. Homes are an integral part of the
fabric of a city so they do not need to announce
themselves in the same way a cultural building might.

“Everyone seems to be using
brick at the moment! It is an
obvious choice for long-term
landlords as it requires relatively
little maintenance and is a
beautiful material.”

Is Peabody prescriptive in terms of materiality when it
briefs its architects?
Not at all. All we ask is that buildings are robust, well
detailed and do not require excessive maintenance. We
want to see our newest buildings last 150 years as have
Which past Peabody schemes are particularly impor- our original buildings.
tant for their use of brick and why?
Peabody went through two key phases of early devel- How closely is Peabody involved in brick specification
opment: the yellow brick ‘barracks’ phase of circa for masonry projects in terms of appearance, cost and
1870-90 and the red brick ‘Arts and Crafts’ phase of place of manufacture?
circa 1905-39. These are typified by the Abbey Orchard We pay a lot of attention to the brick specification
Estate designed by Henry Darbishire (1882), and the alongside our architects, planners and employer’s
Vauxhall Bridge Road Estate by Victor Wilkins (1912). agents. The bricks are an area where we tend to invest

Above Designed by Pitman Tozer, Mint Street comprises 67 new
homes for rent, shared ownership and private sale. The £11m scheme
is sited next to a railway viaduct in Bethnal Green, east London.
“In making a new street with this building, it was important that it
was grounded in its East End context and felt of its place”, explains
the architect. “It also needed to be distinctive, durable and to extend
Peabody's tradition of making quality homes.This made the mint
green glazed brick on the ground and first floors a natural choice
and a nod to the green glazed tiles of corner pubs in London's East
End. Blue engineering brick was chosen for the upper floors to be
both sympathetic to the industrial context and to stand up to the
rigours of the urban setting.Toothed indented detailing between
the windows helps to accentuate the horizontal proportions of the
building. A lighter brick was chosen for the communal courtyard
garden to maximise daylight (phs: Nick Kane, Kilian O'Sullivan).”
Right Vauxhall Bridge Road Estate by Victor Wilkins (1912) and Abbey
Orchard Estate by Henry Darbishire (1882) are examples of
Peabody’s ‘Arts and Crafts’ and ‘barracks’ phases (phs: Claire Bennie).

Peabody has a rich tradition of building in brick. What
is the attraction of this material and what are the
reasons for its use?
Originally, George Peabody’s trustees used a single
architect and a single contractor for 20 years and built
almost the same building on 14 different estate layouts
throughout the capital. Peabody’s key parameter was
that the return on investment was certain and must
stand at three per cent. This meant that standardisation of components and layouts was critical so that
every building could be accurately costed and the time
taken to build each one known. Stock brick (with some
flourishes of whiter bricks in bands) were used due to
their ready availability, their price and their robustness.
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After the second world war, Peabody did not develop
many new homes until the 1970s.
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panel, including design quality, an understanding of
Peabody as a client, the ability to consult with residents
and relate to other stakeholders and the ability to
detail buildings alongside contractors. This last one is
Given the cost constraints in housing, how much scope particularly important as we always try to novate the
is there to produce buildings that feature innovative key design team members across to the contractor to
and/or specially detailed and crafted brickwork?
undertake detailed design.
We are careful to target our initial expenditure at the
materials and items which matter to us from an How important is brick as a material in terms of both
appearance or wear-and-tear perspective. We recog- the Major and Small Projects Panels?
nise that it is whole life cost which counts and there- Everyone seems to be using brick at the moment! It
fore a little more spent at the initial stage can pay itself is an obvious choice for long-term landlords as it
back over time. In terms of craft and detail, it does not requires relatively little maintenance and is a beautiful
cost much more to introduce this. Our bricklayers say material.
they enjoy doing this detail as well! It is in Peabody’s
DNA to apply some detail to our elevations, and even Could you point to some new and upcoming projects
in our most austere buildings, there was always a bit of that are particularly notable for their use of brick?
Gillender Street, Tower Hamlets, by Allies & Morrison,
modeling and two different brick types going on.
Underwood Road, Tower Hamlets, by Brady Mallalieu,
How did you choose the nine practices for the Major Milkwood Road, Lambeth, by CF Møller, Silchester,
Projects Panel?
Kensington & Chelsea, by Haworth Tompkins, and Mint
There were a variety of factors which led us to our Street, Tower Hamlets, by Pitman Tozer.
more in order to get a high quality appearance, so
whilst we will consider alternative specifications once
in contract, they need to be just as good.
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Above left Located on a brownfield site within the Victoria Park
Conservation Area, Old Ford Road in east London accommodates
three rented apartments over five floors. Bookending a listed terrace,
Allsop Gollings’ scheme employs a cream-coloured brick to complement the adjacent London stocks.The masonry volume is articulated
by continuous precast cill banding at first-floor, third-floor and parapet
levels. Full brick window reveals are intended to visually increase the
building’s mass. Completion is due in late 2016.
Above right Due to complete shortly, Milkwood Road by CF Møller
comprises six townhouses and 36 apartments located on a triangular
plot in Herne Hill, south London. Extruded brick, varying in colour
from grey to white, and with a surface finish reminiscent of water
struck brick, is employed externally. “The Brickwork is detailed in
a simple and straightforward manner to give an instant and robust
maturity to the scheme that will improve with time and use as the
development ages”, says the architect.
Right Located within the Limehouse Cut Conservation Area of
Bromley-by-Bow, east London, Gillender Street is a mixed-use,
residential-led development comprising 109 units. Designed by
Allies & Morrison, the accommodation is arranged across three
buildings whose plan, mass and roof form respond to the geometry
of the site. Brick was chosen to give the buildings a solid, sculpted
aesthetic. Deep reveals and simple windows are intended to evoke
nearby riverside warehouses and an existing Victorian mill on the site.
The project is currently awaiting planning consent.
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PRECEDENT

HISTORIC BRICKWORK

Prior in Poole
David Valinsky on St Osmund’s
Church, with its richly-coloured
bricks fired by the Poole Pottery
Edward Schröder Prior was among the
second generation of Arts and Crafts
architects and thinkers whose work
straddled the turn of the twentieth century and was indebted to the philosophies of John Ruskin and William Morris.
However, in contrast to the architectural output of Prior’s contemporaries
such as Charles Voysey and Baillie Scott,
his work as a whole is characterised by its
extreme heterogeneity, a result of an
apparently unquenchable thirst for
experimentation. Prior’s architecture
ranges from grand classical gestures to
some of the most succinct expressions of
Arts and Crafts ideals that the movement
produced. His best-known works – The
Barn, Voewood and St Andrew’s at
Roker – constitute a series of experiments in materiality that give built form
to his words from 1889: “Texture is a
magical garment when well woven, it can
throw over the bricks and stone a veil
which softens their outline, half concealing and adding mystery to beauty, giving
our puny heaps something of the effect
of nature’s monuments.”
Prior’s final significant work, the church
of St Osmund’s in Poole (1913-16), continued this approach to the last before his
practice was effectively ended by the
First World War. The project had been
begun by local architect GAB Livesay, to
whose plans most of the eastern end had
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been constructed by 1905. However,
carelessly drawn plans for a second phase
led to the job being taken from him and
handed to Prior to complete. He continued Livesay’s ideas to some extent but
developed a Greek Byzantine language in
place of the original Italian Romanesque.
This decision may have been swayed by
the publication in 1913 of Thomas
Graham Jackson’s ‘Byzantine and
Romanesque Architecture’, which Prior
reviewed, studied and recommended.
The real triumph of St Osmund’s, however, is its brickwork. Prior asked the
Poole Pottery to provide most of the
bricks which, due to the unpracticed and
irregular firing in pottery kilns, lend the
surface an astounding richness of texture purely through the infinite variation
in colour. Laid in a Flemish bond, the
bricks are used almost exclusively for
both the wall surface and its abstract
articulation, as well as in a decorative
manner around the great west window.
The resultant shimmering, flickering
visual texture is truly a magical
garment well woven.
Above/below The grade-II star listed building was
described by John Betjeman as “the finest example
of Byzantine architecture in England” (phs: DV).
L eft West entrance facade; ES Prior (1852-1932).
Details David Valinsky, an architect at NRAP in
Cambridge, is author of ‘An Architect Speaks:
the Writings and Buildings of ES Prior’, 256pp, £35
(details: anarchitectspeaks@gmail.com).
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TECHNICAL
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Appliance
of science
Frank Gehry’s first building in
Australia makes extensive and
dramatric use of brick corbelling.

The Dr Chau Chak Wing Building is a
key component of the University of
Technology Sydney’s City Campus
masterplan. Designed by Frank Gehry in
association with Aecom, the 15,500square-metre project provides teaching,
research and office space for up to 1600
students and staff of the UTS Business
School. Inspired by the idea of a treehouse, the 12-storey structure is
described by Gehry as “a growing, learning organism with many branches of
thought, some robust and some
ephemeral and delicate”.
The masonry and glass facades adopt
a highly fluid appearance that was
achieved in part by extensive brick corbelling. In total, some 320,000 light
coloured bricks – a reference to Sydney’s
sandstone heritage – were bespoke
made for the project, along with a vast
glass curtain wall that is intended to
reflect the building’s downtown context.
“The bricks are completely unique
and were designed specifically for this
project”, explains Aecom structural
engineer Stephen Giblett. “Without this
innovation, the project would not have
been viable. All faces of the pressed
bricks had to be visibly appealing, as the
curved and corbelled nature of the
masonry facade reveals their sides,
bases, tops and fronts to view. There was
also a ‘K Brick’ developed for the project,
which is shaped to appear as though
it has been offset from the standard
coursing. A one-third bond pattern was
adopted to suit the curved nature of the
wall and to avoid visually lining up a
strong vertical bond pattern.”
Oppos ite/right Dubbed the ‘crumpled paper bag’,
the £93m scheme for University of Technology
Sydney’s Business School incorporates 320,000
bespoke sand-coloured bricks
(phs: Andrew Worssam; Coptercam).
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“The bricks are generally of a standard
dimension, but instead of having an
indented ‘frog’, they have a slot in the
top which enables them to be connected
horizontally via a continuous stainless
steel rod. This concept was the invented
by Aecom, UTS and the brick supplier.”
Siting the key technical challenges
posed by the project, Giblett says, “The
brick wall steps out at over 27 degrees in
some places and standard construction
with existing available tie systems
proved woefully inadequate. Mock-up
testing indicated that the brick wall
would collapse and become unstable
after just four courses of wet mortar.”
“Another major challenge was that
there was no building code or standard
that could accommodate the extreme
geometry and construction system that
the bricks are subjected to. It was only by
UTS testing and proving the system in
the lab, that it was able to progress and
step beyond Codes of Practice and past
projects. This enabled a new frontier in
masonry construction to be broken.”
“For bricklayers, the geometry was the
main challenge. They needed to use the
backing support system as a template in
order to create the curved geometry
without relying on measurements or
stringlines. The bricks also required
individual vertical cuts at the perpends
to ensure the mortar space between
them remained even throughout. This
facilitates the wall’s steep curves.”
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Central to the success of the scheme
is a tie system that was specially developed by Aecom, and allowed the brick
wall to be built traditionally with up to
ten courses of wet mortar. “The key
innovation was a clip and tie system that
held the bricks in place during construction, while also providing the necessary
tolerance to enable the complex curved
geometry to be achieved”, explains
Giblett. “UTS carried out extensive
testing of the mortar, ties, bricks and
full wall height mock-up panels with
load and strain gauges. This ensured
confidence in the system before construction commenced.
Rig ht Detail section showing brick corbelling at
slab edge. Key: 1 steel substrate with associated
cast-in components, 2 brick design surface,
3 160mm long brick tie channel, 4 rod wall tie,
5 waterproof flashing terminated 10mm from
external face of mortar bed (waterproof
membrane terminated at back of brick), 6 weep
slot in brick perpend, 7 90mm minimum bearing
on shelf plate, 8 L-shaped brick, 9 continuous 4mm
stainless steel rod welded to shelf plate, 10 25mm
thick horizontal control joint, 11 workpoint for
plate, 12 10mm stainless steel shelf plate,
13 workpoint for brick coursing, 14 stainless steel
cast-in channel, 15 non-shrink grout behind
bracket, 16 stainless steel shelf bracket, 17 three
stainless steel screw fixings at 40mm centres.
Opposite 3D CAD drawings showing steel
substrate and corbelled brick cladding; brick
stack; full-size corbelled brick mock-up panel.
The University of Technology Sydney subjected the
masonry cladding system to rigorous laboratory
testing prior to construction (phs: Aecom).
Below Construction sequence (phs Aecom).
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Down to
business
Brick follows the curves and angles
of a landmark office building in
London by Piercy & Company.
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Designed by Piercy & Company, Turnmill
is a commercial-led mixed-use building
comprising 6,550 square metres of office
space and two large restaurants on the
ground floor and basement. Located on a
prominent corner site in Clerkenwell,
London, the six-storey building is intended to reflect both the area’s historic fabric and its present-day incarnation as a
centre for creative media industries.
The design is also inspired by Barbara
Hepworth’s 1955 Curved Form (Delphi)
sculpture, which contrasts a highly textured and articulated exterior with a
pure white interior.
“The desire to create a dialogue
between old and new, and inside and

outside, led us to use brick as the primary
external material”, explains the architect.
“A Roman-format brick in three subtle
tones was chosen to express horizontality and movement across the facade. Laid
by hand, brick is used to form sills, soffits
and curved corners. Special curved and
angled bricks were produced to follow
the geometry of the plan, while recessed
horizontal mortar joints are contrasted
with flush vertical joints to emphasise
the linear nature of the design.”
“For the brick soffits, conventional
wisdom suggested a tapered brick arch
or a stone, steel or concrete lintel. None
of these obvious solutions felt right for
the building, so a special brick-faced pre-

cast lintel was developed with the manufacturer. The bricks, which incorporate
dovetailed slots in the back, are set into
the lintel in factory conditions. Hung
from the floor slab, the resulting unit is
thermally separated from the main
structure via an isolated in-situ element.
The latter was developed with the facade
consultant to ensure that the brickwork
does not compromise the thermal performance of the glazing. Once installed,
all the horizontal brick elements and sills
located above were laid by hand.
The horizontal brick beam elements
Above The Roman-style bricks were laid by hand
with brick specials used to follow the building’s
curved and angled planes (ph: Hufton & Crow).
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span up to six metres and deflect with
the floors under live load. Vertical movement joints are minimised by supporting
the vertical piers on stainless steel shelf
angles at each floor level. This ensures
that the vertical and horizontal masonry
elements move in unison on each floor.”
The ends of the precast units still
needed to be isolated from the brickwork
piers with movement joints to prevent
cracking. These take the form of short,
vertical lines, four courses high and are
barely perceptible thanks to careful
coordination of brick colour types across
joints and the silicone pointing following
the adjacent mortar profile, ie recessed
bed joints and flush perp joints."

E24
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ER

600 mm

Above left Typcial window bay elevation and plan
Key: 1 perforated masonry parapet, 2 reconstituted
stone coping, 3 extent of brick-faced precast lintels,
4 dogleg brick special, 5 brick special, 6 reinforced
concrete primary structure, 7 window vent,
8 double-glazed window, 9 cill brick special.
Above right Detail section through external wall.
Key: 1 laminated glass balustrade, 2 reconstituted
stone coping, 3 hit-and-miss perforated parapet
brickwork, 4 granite paving slabs, 5 integrated BMU
guide track, 6 continuous LED linear feature light,
7 drainage layer, 8 mortar-matched cavity tray,
9 thermally-separated in-situ reinforced concrete
beam, 10 weep vent, 11 in-situ reinforced concrete
primary structure, 12 brick-faced precast lintel,
13 sloping brick soffit brick special, 14 bronze
anodised aluminium feature channel, 15 roller blind,
16 double-glazed window, 17 projection plaster,
18 dogleg brick special, 19 mullion, 20 raised floor,
21 perimeter trench heater, 22 cill brick special,
23 flat soffit brick special.
Right Hand-laid brickwork (phs: Jack Hobhouse).
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PRACTICE

Striving for excellence
Geoff Irvine, Chairman of the Association of Brickwork Contractors, discusses
the important role of the organisation and its close working relationship with
the Brick Development Association.

Born out of the Better Brickwork
Alliance, the Association of Brickwork
Contractors (ABC) has been established
for more than 15 years and its members
include many well-known UK brickwork
contractors. Its role is to promote four
key objectives: quality of workmanship,
standards of employment, health and
safety in the workplace, and most
importantly of all, the training and
recruitment of bricklayers.
The organisation believes strongly in
training and education, not just as a
requirement for new members, but as an
on-going necessity to keep exisiting
members in touch with the latest industry-wide developments. It also believes
in providing work experience placements
for school students as a means of
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encouraging young people into the
building industry.
In 2014, the ABC and the Brick
Development Association (BDA) worked
together on an initiative called #LOVEBRICK. The aim was to highlight the
bricklaying profession and increase the
number of skilled bricklayers within the
industry. Workshops and demonstrations featuring the BDA, brick manufacturers and brickwork contractors were
run at a number of colleges around the
UK to engage with Level 1 and Level 2
apprentice bricklaying students.
Simon Hay, Chief Executive Officer at
the BDA, says, “Working together with
the ABC, we want to encourage people
to learn the skills and crafts of bricklaying; so it is essential we invest in the

training and development of the next
generation of bricklayers. Not only will
this increase jobs in the brick industry
and the number of homes built, but we
will be preserving one of the oldest and
greatest building materials ever devised”.
Geoff Irvine who has been Chairman of
the ABC since its founding, and was also
a member of the Better Brickwork
Alliance, believes that the organisation
occupies a unique position within the
construction industry – helping brick
manufacturers to work closely with the
contractors who lay their bricks to provide an integrated service to the client of
which they can both be proud.
The BDA and ABC are currently working together to produce an image bank
containing a wealth of information for

people coming into the industry. Free to
view or download on both the BDA and
ABC websites, the material will include
tips, profiles, questions and answers,
training videos and much more.
The ABC aims to promote, encourage
and improve the technical knowledge
and education of people already in –
or training to be in – the brickwork
contracting industry, and to maintain
brickwork standards. The ABC’s working
relationship with the Brick Development
Association has developed over time,
going from strength-to-strength. It is
essential that the relationship between
brick manufacturers and contractors
continues to work in synergy in order to
strengthen the brick industry and ensure
the highest possible standards.
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